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Abstract
Privacy protection is important in many industries,
such as healthcare and finance. Capturing and modeling
privacy requirements in the early stages of system
development is essential to provide high assurance of
privacy protection to both stakeholders and consumers.
This paper presents a framework for modeling privacy
requirements in the role engineering process. Role
engineering entails defining roles and permissions as well
as assigning the permissions to the roles. Role
engineering is the first step to implement a Role-Based
Access Control (RBAC) system and essentially a
Requirements Engineering (RE) process. The framework
includes a data model and a goal-driven role engineering
process. It seeks to bridge the gap between high-level
privacy requirements and low-level access control
policies by modeling privacy requirements as the contexts
and obligations of RBAC entities and relationships. A
healthcare example is illustrated with the framework.

1. Introduction
As the Internet and e-commerce have prospered,
privacy has become of increasing concern to consumers,
developers, and legislators. Legislative acts, e.g. Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
for healthcare [HIP96] and Gramm Leach Bliley Act
(GLBA) for financial institutions [GLB01], require these
industries to ensure consumer data’s security and privacy.
Companies and organizations protect consumer privacy in
various ways, including publishing a privacy policy on
their websites, enabling a P3P [P3P02] compliant privacy
policy, incorporating a privacy seal program (e.g. Truste,
BBBOnline), etc. However, these approaches cannot truly
safeguard consumers because they do not address how
personal data is actually handled after it is collected
[AER02,
AEP01,
GHS00].
Companies’
and
organizations’ actual practices might intentionally or
unintentionally violate the privacy policies they published
on their websites. Privacy violations are increasingly
disclosed over the Internet, TV, newspaper and other

medias, such as the famous Toysmart [Toy00] and Eli
Lilly [Eli02] cases.
Privacy protection can only be achieved by enforcing
privacy policies within an organization’s online and
offline data processing systems. Most organizations have
one or more privacy policies posted on their websites.
Due to separation of duties in an organization, privacy
policies are usually defined as high-level natural language
descriptions by an organization’s privacy group, chaired
by the Chief Privacy Officer (CPO). High-level natural
language privacy policy descriptions are difficult to
enforce directly via access control. Similarly, security
polices are usually defined by another group of people in
the organization, chaired by the System Security Officer
(SSO). However, privacy requirements are often not
reflected in the design and implementation of security
policies. Thus, there exists a gap between security and
privacy protection that is exacerbated by conflict of
interests between stakeholders, system developers, and
consumers. Researchers contend security and privacy
requirements should be considered during initial system
design [AE01, AEP01, AEC02]. Thus, modeling security
and privacy requirements in the early stages of system
development is essential for security and privacy
enforcement.
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [SCF96, FSG01]
has received increasing attention because it offers many
additional
benefits
compared
with
traditional
Discretionary and Mandatory Access Controls (DAC and
MAC) [AS00]. RBAC is considered as a promising
alternative to traditional MAC and DAC models
[OSM00], especially in the healthcare domain. “It is
generally accepted that RBAC is more suited to
healthcare than other access control mechanisms to meet
the requirements for the security of healthcare
information” [ZAC02]. The Privacy-Aware RBAC
(PARBAC) model enforces privacy policies in an
organization [He03a], but it lacks a mechanism for
mapping privacy requirements into the PARBAC model.
Role engineering for RBAC is the process of defining
roles, permissions, role hierarchies, constraints and
assigning the permissions to the roles [Coy96]. It is the
first step to implement an RBAC system and essentially

an RE process. Before a system can realize all the
benefits of RBAC, the role engineering activities must
occur, yielding a complete specification.
Security requirements are modeled in the role
engineering process. For example, the well-known
separation of duties security requirement is modeled by
defining exclusive roles; least privilege security
requirement is modeled by assigning each role a
minimum set of permissions to perform each task.
However, privacy requirements are not addressed in role
engineering. For example, purpose binding, i.e. data
collected for one purpose should not be used for another
purpose without user consent, is an important privacy
requirement. To date the security and RE literature does
not address purpose elicitation and modeling in role
engineering. Another issue regarding to privacy
protection is user privacy preferences modeling and the
integration of these preferences with access control
authorizations. A mechanism is needed to model privacy
requirements and user privacy preferences in a systematic
way so that privacy policies can be enforced in the
software system.
This paper presents a goal-driven framework for
modeling privacy requirements in the role engineering
process. We model privacy requirements as contexts and
constraints of permissions and roles using goal-based RE
techniques. These contexts and constraints serve as a
basis for defining access control policies. The proposed
framework seeks to bridge the gap between high-level
privacy requirements and low-level access control
policies in the early stages of system development and
provide a basis for enforcing privacy requirements with
RBAC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides a summary of related work. Section 3
describes privacy protection elements modeling. In
Section 4, the framework for modeling privacy
requirements is described. Then in Section 5, a healthcare
example is illustrated with the framework. Finally, a
summary of the paper is given in Section 6. The
limitations of the framework and future work are also
discussed in this section.

2. Related work
This section provides an overview of relevant work in
role engineering, goal-driven requirements engineering,
and privacy policies and requirements.

2.1. Role engineering for RBAC
There exist several role engineering approaches, the
first of which applies scenarios. Neumann and Strembeck
proposed a scenario-driven approach for engineering
functional roles in RBAC [NS02]. In this approach, each

task is depicted using a collection of scenarios and each
scenario is decomposed into a set of steps. Because each
step is associated with a particular access operation, each
scenario is linked to a set of permissions. The work is
limited in that it is only effective to derive functional
roles. Fernandez and Hawkins suggested determining the
needed rights for roles from use cases [FH97].
Crook et al. proposed an analytical role modeling
framework to derive roles from organizational structures
[CIN02]. Although this provides a way to derive roles,
not all roles can be derived from organizational
structures. The method is not general and does not
address role constraints. Epstein proposed a layered
model for engineering role-permission assignment by
introducing three intermediaries between roles and
permissions: jobs, workpatterns, and tasks [Eps02, ES01].
Epstein’s approach provides an effective way to assign
permissions to roles and aggregate permissions into roles.
Roeckle et al. proposed a process-oriented approach for
role finding to implement role-base security
administration [RSW00]. Their approach provides a
method to find roles but does not address how to find
permissions and how to assign permissions to roles.
Unfortunately, neither of these approaches [Eps02,
ES01, FH97, RSW00] considers constraints and role
hierarchies. Epstein and Sandhu’s UML based approach
documents components of an RBAC model in UML
syntax [ES99]. This approach can assist the role
engineering process but it does not provide a method for
deriving roles. Kern et al. proposed an iterativeincremental life-cycle model of a role in the context of
enterprise security management [KKS02]. The role lifecycle concept is very important for security
administration; however, this approach fails to support
the derivation of roles and permissions. Schimpf argued
role engineering is a critical success factor for enterprise
security administration [Sch00]. He proposed to organize
a role engineering project and follow a clearly defined
life-cycle model for roles.
In conclusion, the above-discussed approaches focus
on different aspects of role engineering. Each work has its
own strengths and weaknesses. None of these approaches
addresses privacy requirements.

2.2. Goal-driven requirements engineering
Goal-driven RE employs goals to elicit, specify,
analyze, and validate requirements. Kavakli identified
seven major goal-oriented methods in RE [Kav02]. A
complete overview of goal-driven RE techniques is
beyond the scope of this paper. Herein we only discuss
goal-scenario combination approaches. A more complete
overview of goal-driven RE approaches can be found in
[Lam01, Kav02].

Goals
and
scenarios
have
complementary
characteristics [Lam01]. Goals are usually abstract and
declarative. They are high-level objectives of the
business, organization or system. Scenarios are concrete,
narrative, and procedural. They describe real situations
using examples and illustrations. Hence combining goals
and scenarios is an effective way to elicit and validate
requirements. Goals are operationalized through scenarios
and refined into requirements [AMP94]. Similarly,
scenarios can be used to help discover goals [AP98].
The GBRAM uses goal hierarchies to organize
requirements as scenarios, goal obstacles, and constraints
[Ant96]. Others also organize scenarios hierarchically
according to goals and goal obstacles [Coc97]. Rolland et
al. proposed a bidirectional goal-scenario coupling
approach between goal discovery and scenario authoring
[RSA98]. Kaindl proposed a systematic design process
based on a model combining scenarios with goals and
functions [Kai00]. In the combined model, “purpose”
serves as a link between functions and goals: a system’s
aggregated functions have some purposes and these
purposes match the (sub)goals of the users. Purpose has
also been integrated with scenarios to model tasks in one
of Kaindl’s early works [Kai95]. This paper herein builds
upon this notion of purpose.

2.3. Privacy policies and requirements
Two major privacy protection principles are the OECD
guidelines for data protection [OEC80] and the FTC Fair
Information Practice (FIP) Principles [FIP98]. The OECD
guidelines define eight privacy principles: collection
limitation, data quality, purpose specification, use
limitation, security safeguards, openness, individual
participation, and accountability. The OECD principles
intend to protect personal data privacy while pursuing
free information flow between different organizations and
different countries. The five FIP principles
(notice/awareness, choice/consent, security/integrity,
access/participation, and enforcement/redress) are less
complete than the OECD guidelines. Both the OECD and
FIP principles provide the general privacy requirements
with which organizations should comply. Several
industries have additional legislative acts (e.g. HIPAA
and GLBA) regulating their data practices.
Based on these general privacy principles and acts,
each organization defines its own privacy policies. These
policies are the major privacy requirements that an
organization should enforce in their data processing
systems. For example, when websites collect information
from customers, they need to inform customers for what
purpose the data is being collected, who the data recipient
is, how long the data will be kept, and how the data will
be used, etc. (notice/awareness principle in FIP). They
should also provide opt-in/opt-out choices for customers

or obtain customer consent on how to use the collected
data (choice/consent principle). The actual data
operations of companies and organizations should be
consistent with user consented privacy policies
(enforcement/redress principle).
Fischer-Hubner summarized four privacy aspects that
a system should protect: confidentiality of personal data,
integrity of personal data, purpose binding of accesses to
personal data, and necessity of personal data processing
(i.e. the collection and processing of data shall only be
allowed if it is necessary for completing appropriate
tasks) [Fis01]. Confidentiality and integrity have been the
focus of the security community for a long time. The
principle of necessity can be enforced with task-based
authorization models, such as the Workflow
Authorization Model (WAM) [Fis01]. However, purpose
binding is not addressed in traditional security models.
Similarities and differences between policies and
requirements are identified in [AEP01]. Antόn and Earp
have proposed strategies to employ scenario management
and goal-driven requirements analysis methods for
specifying security and privacy policy for secure
electronic commerce systems [AE01]. Antόn et al. have
also applied goal-based requirements analysis to align
software requirements with security and privacy policies
[AEC02]. A privacy requirements taxonomy for websites
has been presented in [AE03] by using goal-mining
techniques on privacy policies. In this taxonomy, privacy
requirements are classified as either privacy protection
goals or privacy vulnerabilities. This paper builds upon
these specification techniques to better support modeling
of privacy requirements in role engineering. All sample
privacy policies given in this paper are privacy goals
identified from 23 websites’ privacy policies in Antόn et
al.’s goal-mining exercises [AE03].

3. Privacy elements modeling
High-level privacy policies and requirements that are
specified with natural language must be formalized into
authorization rules before they can be technically
enforced. Therefore, it is necessary to identify privacy
protection elements in the role engineering process.
A typical access control rule is expressed as a tuple <s,
o, op>, such that a subject s can access an object o on
operation op [DD82]. A subject could be a user or a
program agent. In an RBAC policy, this rule is expressed
in another way: <u, r, p> [SCF96]. A user u can only
access an object, if he/she is assigned a role r, and if the
role is assigned certain permission p, which is allowed to
access the object. A permission is usually represented as
the combination of some operations on an object.
Although the form is different, the basic elements of an
RBAC rule are still subjects, objects, and operations.

These three elements, however, are insufficient to
represent a privacy authorization rule. For instance,
purpose binding is an important privacy requirement as
we discussed in Section 2.3, but purpose is not reflected
in the <s, o, op> tuple. In addition to the above three
basic authorization elements (subjects, objects, and
operations), three other privacy elements (purposes,
conditions, and obligations) are identified in a privacy
authorization rule [KS02]. Our framework builds upon
these privacy protection elements as we now discuss.

3.1. Purposes
Purpose is a standard entity in most privacy policies as
recognized in P3P [P3P02]. To enforce purpose binding
privacy requirements, two kinds of purpose are identified:
consumer data purpose and business purpose. Consumer
data purpose is consented by a consumer and recorded by
a data collector and expresses how the corresponding
collected data can be used. Business purpose is the actual
purpose for a business task that involves certain consumer
data accesses or operations.
3.1.1. Data purposes. Customer consented data purposes
are usually high-level and the number of such purposes is
limited. According to the official P3P1.0 Specification
[P3P02] released by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) on 16 April 2002, there are only 12 purposes1
defined in P3P1.0. Table 1 shows these 12 purposes.
Table 1. Purposes defined in P3P1.0
Purpose Name
current
admin
develop
tailoring
pseudo-analysis
pseudo-decision
individual-analysis
individual-decision
contact
historical
telemarketing
other-purpose

Description
Completion and Support of Activity For
Which Data Was Provided
Web Site and System Administration
Research and Development
One-time Tailoring
Pseudonymous Analysis
Pseudonymous Decision
Individual Analysis
Individual Decision
Contacting Visitors for Marketing of
Services or Products
Historical Preservation
Telephone Marketing
Other Uses

3.1.2. Business purposes. Business purposes are defined
in each organization according to its business process.
They may be defined more specifically than data
purposes. For example, the contact purpose may be
divided into three categories: phone/fax contact, postal
contact, and email contact. However, no matter how
1

There is some inconsistency in P3P1.0 specification. In the P3P1.0
XML DTD Definition (Non-Normative), two other purposes are defined:
customization and profiling, which are not defined in XML Schema
Definition (Normative).

business purposes are defined, they must be connected
with data purposes. We now introduce a purpose
hierarchy to support this.
3.1.3. Purpose hierarchy. The relation between purposes
can be modeled with a purpose hierarchy. The purpose
relation is a partial ordered relation. A partial order is a
reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric relation. Partial
ordered relations support complex purpose hierarchies,
such as tree, inverted tree, and lattice structures. We
employ the use of a purpose hierarchy to map high-level
data purposes to low-level business purposes. If an
operation is allowed for a given purpose, it is also
allowed for all sub-purposes. Figure 1 illustrates a sample
hierarchy for the marketing purpose. In this example,
email marketing, postal marketing, and phone/fax
marketing are sub-purposes of both direct marketing and
third-party marketing.
Marketing
Direct
Marketing

Email
Marketing

Third-Party
Marketing

Postal
Marketing

Phone/Fax
Marketing

Figure 1. Purpose hierarchy for marketing

Purpose hierarchy allows unambiguous purpose
lookup from business purposes to data purposes. The
following is an example of an ambiguous purpose lookup.
If a customer consents to have his personal information
used only for email marketing purpose, the access
decision of an operation (i.e. whether the data access
request is granted or denied) with the purpose of direct
marketing cannot be determined. This is because email
marketing belongs to both the direct marketing and thirdparty marketing purposes. The system cannot determine
its exact parent purpose.
The above problem can be solved by placing
restrictions on the purpose hierarchy. We only allow
business purposes to be mapped to the lowest level of the
purpose hierarchy. The purpose for an operation must be
defined as specifically as possible. In this way, data
purposes are either in the same level as business purposes
or in a higher level. This ensures there are no ambiguous
purpose lookups from business purposes to data purposes.

3.2. Conditions
A privacy policy may express additional conditions
that must be satisfied before a data access request can be
granted. For example, one FIP principle is
choice/consent, which means the data collector should
provide opt-in/opt-out choices for consumers to allow

them to decide how their personal information can be
used. In the following sample privacy goal extracted from
our goal library [AE03], G18: OPT-OUT from receiving
emails from our company, the access to customer data
(e.g. email addresses) must be qualified by the condition
Customer.EmailService.Optout = FALSE. In another
example, G6: PREVENT disclosing PII (Personally
Identifiable Information) without consent, “obtaining
consent” is a condition that must be satisfied if an
organization wants to disclose PII.
Conditions are not solely for privacy protection. In
security enforcement, conditions are usually modeled as
authorization constraints [RZF01].

3.3. Obligations

roles, permissions, and objects, which we name contexts.
Figure 2 depicts the data model architecture. We now
discuss how these three elements are modeled in our
framework.
Role

Permissions

Role.ID

Permission.ID

Role.name

Permission.operation

Role.context.purpose

Permission.object
Permission.context.*
Permission.constraints
Permission.obligations

Objects
Object.ID

Obligations are actions that must be carried out if a
request to access data is granted. For example, in goal,
G49: REQUIRE affiliates to destroy customer data after
service are completed, “destroy customer data” is an
obligation for affiliates.
In current website privacy policies, obligations are
seldom stated. We have reexamined the 171 privacy
requirements taxonomy goals identified from 23
websites’ privacy policies during the goal-mining
exercises [AE03]. The above example is the only one we
identified that involves obligations out of 171 privacy
goals.
Obligation-based security policies can be enforced if
they can be completely resolved within an atomic
execution [RZF01]. However, with respect to the
obligations in privacy policies, they are usually not an
immediate action as the previous sample policy has
shown. In most cases, it is a task or an action that should
be executed in the future. Therefore, monitoring and
auditing the execution of privacy obligations might be
sufficient for obligation enforcement [BJW02].

4. The framework for modeling privacy
requirements in role engineering
This section presents the goal-driven framework for
modeling privacy requirements in role engineering. The
framework includes a context-based data model and a
goal-driven role engineering process. The data model
expresses how the privacy elements can be modeled in
RBAC. The goal-driven role engineering process
addresses how privacy elements modeling can be
achieved in the role engineering process.

4.1. A context-based data model
The data model models three privacy elements
(purposes, conditions, and obligations) as attributes of

Object.type
Object.context.purpose
Object.context.recipient
Object.context.retention
Object.context.service.opt-in
Object.context.service.opt-out

Figure 2. A context-based data model

Business purposes are identified in the role
finding/definition process of role engineering. They are
mapped as an attribute of roles, which we name
Role.context.purpose. When a role is derived from a
business process or an organization structure, some
purposes are implicitly embodied. It is the job of role
engineering to elicit and explicitly define these purposes
associated with a role. For example, system administrator
role implies that the purpose of this role is administration.
From a more accurate and more specific aspect, business
purposes not only depend on the role, but also depend on
the operation the role intends to perform and the context
under which the operation is performed. However,
provided that business purposes are usually high-level
and the number is limited, as described in Section 3.1, it
is acceptable to associate business purposes with roles. In
an RBAC model with role hierarchies, the super-role
automatically inherits all the purposes associated with its
sub-roles. This is different from the purpose relationship
in the object model, in which a subtype object inherits all
the purposes associated with its supertype object. This is
not inconsistent because the purposes associated with
roles are business purposes while the purposes associated
with objects are data purposes.
Data purposes and other privacy preferences, such as
the recipient of data, the retention period of data, etc., are
modeled as object attributes in our data model. This work
is more appropriate for data management than for role

engineering. In this paper, we assume that data are
organized into the specified structure. In our framework,
object attributes are operands of permission constraints,
as we will discuss now.
The conditions of an operation specified in a privacy
policy are modeled as permission constraints. Permission
constraints are Boolean expressions. The operands of
these expressions are attributes of roles, permissions, and
objects. The operators of these expressions include
standard comparison (i.e. <, >, =, <=, >=, and !=) and
logical operators (i.e. Boolean AND, OR, and NOT). To
extend the constraint for purpose comparison, we
informally define another type of operator for purpose
comparison: <<.
Definition: Given two purposes p1 and p2, we claim
purpose p2 contains p1 (or purpose p1 belongs to p2) if
and only if p2 is on the path from the root of the purpose
hierarchy down to p1 or p2 is the same as p1, which is
represented as p1 << p2.
Based on the above definition, the permission
constraint to enforce purpose binding is
Role.context.purpose << Object.context.purpose
The obligations of an operation are modeled as
permission obligations that should be executed
afterwards. As we discussed in Section 3.3, obligations in
privacy policies are usually not immediate actions, and
they are not enforced by the reference monitor. In our
framework, we record such obligations so that the
reference monitor can send these obligations to another
module (e.g. an obligation execution module) for future
execution and monitoring.
The proposed context-based data model is inspired
from [KKC02], in which Kumar et al. extends RBAC by
introducing the notions of role context and context filters.
Kumar et al. employs user context and object context to
construct a context filter for a role, which is named role
context. However, this approach is not suitable for
modeling purposes because business purposes are not
Role-Permission Analysis (RPA)
Input

Derive task
(goal)

Identify
allowable
purpose set
of roles

Identify
Domain

Author
scenarios

4.2. A goal-driven role engineering process
We propose a goal-driven role engineering process to
demonstrate how the privacy contexts in the above data
model can be elicited and modeled. We now discuss the
main steps of this process as shown in Figure 3.
The process is comprised of two phases: RolePermission Analysis (RPA) and Role-Permission
Refinement (RPR). These two phases are represented
using dotted lines in Figure 3. During the RPA phase, we
apply goal- and scenario-oriented requirements analysis
techniques to analyzing business process and business
tasks. The output of this phase is a collection of role
candidates and permission candidates, as well as the
corresponding role and permission contexts.
There are several possible input sources: (1) business
process description, (2) policy statement (including
legislative acts), and (3) requirements specification. The
RPA phase starts by identifying tasks. Usually a task is
performed to achieve some goals. For example, “schedule
meeting” is a task in a meeting scheduler system. The
goal to perform this task is to schedule a meeting.
After identifying the task domain, one or more
scenarios are authored to model the task details. Every
scenario contains a sequence of events, each of which

Derive permission
candidates and
contexts from scenarios

Define RBAC
model

Identify purpose
hierarchies

associated with users or objects. This approach does not
consider the context of roles and permissions. Our data
model assimilates the basic idea from [KKC02] but goes
beyond that in scope. We also take role context and
permission context into account. For example, in addition
to purpose, a role may have other attributes, e.g.
Role.context.lifetime defines the life period of a role. This
enables our framework to provide fined-gained, contextbased access control. Context-based access control not
only takes into account the person attempting to access
the data and the type of data being accessed, but also the
context of the transaction in which the access attempt is
made. This is an additional advantage of our data model.
The topic related to context-based access control is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Identify permission
constraints

Derive
roles
candidates

Identify
purposes

Discover new goals and refine scenarios

Identify role
constraints

Derive role
hierarchies

Assign permissions to
each role

Role-Permission Refinement (RPR)

Figure 3. A goal-driven role engineering process for RBAC

Refine permissions
and roles

may be modeled as an RBAC permission. Permission
candidates are then identified. The object and operation
are the most important elements of a permission. The next
step is to identify permission contexts, the attributes of
the permission, and permission constraints, the conditions
that must be qualified to execute the permission.
After the permission identification step, role
candidates can be identified from the actors of events. A
set of permission candidates is associated with each role
candidate. When a role is identified, the purpose is also
identified and associated with this role.
The RPA phase continues until all module tasks have
been identified. At this stage, we have a collection of role
candidates and permission candidates, as well as the
corresponding role contexts and permission contexts.
These outputs are needed for the RPR phase.
It is very possible that the RPA phase does not
generate a perfect role and permission set. The roles and
permissions identified at this time are probably
ambiguous and redundant. They must be refined in the
RPR phase according to other factors, such as
organization structure, policy statement, etc. As a result
of role refinement, role hierarchy is defined and
appropriate permissions are assigned to the roles. Finally,
after all the purposes are identified, purpose hierarchies
are defined and a role’s allowable purpose set is
identified. The RBAC model is defined thereof.
Although requirements analysis and role engineering
analysis are interleaved in the above description, actual
practices may not have to follow the exact sequence in
Figure 3. Some requirements engineers may find it
comfortable to complete requirements analysis first and
then conduct role engineering analysis. Our example
analysis in Section 5 adopts this scheme.
This process is convenient for modeling privacy
requirements because it is easy to model the context of
goals and permissions with goal- and scenario-based
requirements analysis. A scenario’s preconditions express
possible permission constraints. The postconditions are
possible obligations. The goal identified in this process is
the possible purpose of the task and the possible purpose
associated with a role. However, the RPR phase does not
depend on the goal- and scenario-based requirements
analysis. Other heuristics must be provided to facilitate
role/permission refinement and the definition of role
hierarchies.
The process shown in Figure 3 is simplified from a
more complete life-cycle goal-driven role engineering
process, which we are currently developing [He03b].

5. A healthcare example
This section presents an example analysis of a HIPAA
scenario using our Scenario Management and
Requirements Tool (SMaRT) [SMaRT03]. SMaRT is a

web-based tool that supports scenario- and goal-based
requirements analysis. It has been successfully applied in
several case studies [AA03]. Because SMaRT does not
currently support role engineering analysis, the derivation
of RBAC elements was documented using a spreadsheet.
We plan to extend SMaRT to support the proposed goaldriven role engineering process.
Consider the healthcare scenario below that is readily
available in [HIP03]:
A patient, Mr. Stalwart, is brought to a hospital’s
Emergency Department (ED). He is unresponsive with a
gunshot wound (GW) to the abdomen. Upon his arrival,
Dr. Goodcare examines the patient, and begins
resuscitative efforts.
First, the ward secretary (WS) registers Mr. Stalwart
into the ED system. According to HIPAA security
regulations, four security and privacy requirements apply
to this task:
The secretary needs to have been trained in privacy
and security.
The hospital must document this training.
The ward secretary needs to have been authenticated
by the system, and his/her authority to perform the
registration task confirmed (RBAC).
The system should maintain an audit trail of
information viewed and modified.
The result of our scenario analysis is shown in Figure
4. The elements that appear above the line in Figure 4
correspond to the RE activities whereas the elements that
appear below the line correspond to the role engineering
activities. We now walk through the goal-driven role
engineering process with the scenario.
We first conduct the goal-based requirements analysis
process. From the task description, we identify the task
domain is ED Patient Info Management, and the goal of
this task is to register patient into the ED system. Then
we author a scenario to model the task. To model a
complex task, more than one scenario may be needed. A
sequence of events is elicited to illustrate the scenario. An
event includes an actor and an action. A collection of
actors and actions are then identified. The preconditions
are identified by asking what conditions must be satisfied
to perform this task. The postconditions are identified by
asking what are the results of the task, and what are the
obligations if the task is performed. The information
about the registration process may be obtained via
interview with stakeholders or from existing job
description manuals.
Based on the requirements analysis, we can then
conduct the role engineering analysis. First, we map the
actions to permission candidates and identify permission
constraints from preconditions. We also identify
permission obligations from postconditions, if there are
any. After that, we identify role candidates and the

purposes of the task. We associate this purpose with the
role and model it as a role context. The roles are then
associated with appropriate permissions. These are the
major steps in the RPA phase.
[Goal] Register patient into the ED system
[Domain] ED Patient Info Management
[Scenario] Ward secretary registers patient into the ED system
[Actors] Ward secretary
System
[Actions] Invoke patient registration procedure
Request PHI (Protected Health Information)
Enter PHI
Submit PHI
Save PHI
Confirm PHI saved
Generate audit trail
[Events] Ward secretary invokes patient registration procedure
System requests PHI
Ward secretary enters PHI
Ward secretary submits PHI
System saves PHI
System confirms PHI saved
System generates audit trail
[Preconditions] Ward secretary authenticated
Ward secretary trained in privacy and security
Hospital security and privacy training process
documented
[Postconditions] Registration audit trail generated
Patient registered in the ED system
[Permissions] P1: can invoke patient registration procedure
P2: can enter PHI
P3: can submit PHI
P4: can request PHI
P5: can save PHI
P6: can confirm PHI saved
P7: can generate audit trail
[Permission Context] No permission context identified
[Permission Constraints] user.training = T AND
user.training.documenting = T
[Permission obligations] No permission obligations identified
[Roles] Ward Secretary (WS)
System (S)
[Role Context] WS.purpose = patient registration
[Role Permission Assignment] WS (P1, P2, P3)
S (P4, P5, P6, P7)
[Allowable Purpose Set] APS (WS) = {patient registration}

Figure 4. A healthcare example

Because we are only analyzing a single task, this
example does not have a collection of roles/permissions
nor does it include a role hierarchy, role constraints or
purpose hierarchy. Hence, the RPR phase is outside the
scope of this example. However, we have specified
patient registration as one of the allowable purposes for
role WS. Although we have only elaborated one scenario,
other plausible scenarios would typically be identified
and elaborated as well. For example, Dr. Goodcare
requests patient record and Ward Secretary updates
patient status.
Because the system is an agent that performs some
tasks, we also model System as a role in the example.

Generally speaking, we only model the permissions and
roles from a user’s perspective. The system’s permissions
are built into the implementation program. Note that the
derived permissions may depend on the implementation.
If the system is designed so that whoever can invoke the
patient registration procedure has full control of
everything in the procedure, then the three permissions
assigned to role WS can be merged into one: can invoke
patient registration procedure.
The above example analysis is only a proof-of-concept
evaluation of the framework. We are validating the
approach in the specification of Transnational Digital
Government (TDG) project for Belize and Dominican
Republic [Cav03]. This study will allow us to evaluate the
effectiveness, scalability as well as suitability of our
framework for integration with other RE methodologies.

6. Conclusions and future work
Privacy enforcement is important for many
commercial software systems. Modeling privacy
requirements in the early stages of system development is
essential for privacy enforcement and ensuring quality in
software systems used in environments that pose risks of
loss as a consequence. This paper presents a framework
for modeling privacy requirements in role engineering.
Basic privacy requirements such as purpose binding can
be modeled as permission constraints. Privacy
preferences, such as opt-in/opt-out choices, data recipient,
etc., can also be modeled using the context-based data
model. The framework provides a basis for enforcing
privacy requirements with RBAC.
Our framework demonstrates that RE can bridge the
gap between high-level privacy requirements and lowlevel access control policies. Requirements engineers can
elicit and model privacy requirements as RBAC entity
contexts and constraints by analyzing business processes
and privacy policies using the goal-driven role
engineering process. Privacy officers can then define
privacy authorization rules based upon the context-based
data model. These rules are similar to the access control
rules derived from security policies and they are enforced
via RBAC.
Our framework also demonstrates that RE can bridge
the gap between competing stakeholders’ security and
privacy requirements, i.e., companies’ privacy practices
may be in conflict with user preferences. The approach
presented in this paper allows both perspectives to be
modeled (e.g. business purposes and data purposes) and
tradeoffs to be analyzed.
Our role-engineering process is a top-down approach;
we derive roles and permissions based on business
process analysis. Industry experiences report role analysis
should ideally be a mixed bottom-up and top-down

approach [Sch00, KKS02]. Our framework can be used
with other bottom-up approaches to achieve best result.
Although our work is preliminary, early validation in
the TDG project [Cav03] suggests that we will be able to
address some of the following limitations in the future.
One limitation of the goal-driven role engineering
process is that it is only effective in deriving functional
roles/permissions in RBAC. Unfortunately, goals and
scenarios are difficult to derive permissions that result
from the chosen technology instead of functionality, for
example, internal web server functions for a web-based
application [NS02].
Our framework can model purpose binding but cannot
directly model another privacy requirement, the principle
of necessity. The principle of necessity can be enforced
by RBAC if each task is granted a minimum set of
permissions and users are allowed to perform one current
task at the same time [Fis01]. Therefore, it is possible to
support this requirement with our context-based data
model by expressing tasks as permission context. We plan
to support this in the future.
Recall in our example four HIPAA security and
privacy requirements were identified from a policy
statement. However, our framework does not address how
to extract corresponding security and privacy
requirements from existing legislative acts and
organizational policies. We plan to develop techniques to
elicit such requirements and associate them with the tasks
we are modeling. Modal-Action Logic (MAL) [GF91] is
one promising technique that we are exploring.
The goal-driven role engineering process described in
Section 5 is high-level. Only the RPA phase is elaborated
in this paper. We are developing detailed heuristics to
elicit and refine roles, permissions, and role hierarchies.
We also plan to integrate the proposed role engineering
process into SMaRT to provide tool support.
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